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appendix I
interview overview 
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Type of 

conversation

interviewee

role
chapter used goal

Talk Innovation driver #1 3.1.3 Explore

Talk Innovation driver #2 3.1.4 Explore

Talk

Global head of 

performance 

management

3.1.5 Explore

Talk
Global innovation 

management team #1
3.2.1 Explore

Talk
Global innovation 

management team#2
3.2.3 Explore

Talk
Former head of 

innovation for hr
3.2.4 Explore

Talk Senior consultant 3.2.4 Explore

Call
silicon valley 

director
3.2.4 Explore

discovery & analysis
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Talk

Global head 

of innovation 

management

3.3.2 Explore

Talk
Technology lead 

external startup
3.3.4 explore

Talk Acceleration expert 3.3.4 explore

Talk Innovation driver #3 3.3.5 analysis

Talk
Innovation studio 

lead 
3.3.5 analysis

Talk Former initiative lead 3.3.5 analysis

Talk initiative lead 3.3.5 analysis

Talk Team member 3.3.5 analysis

Talk Former initiative lead 3.3.5 analysis

Talk Managing fintech 

consultant

3.3.5 analysis
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Figure 1.2 - The Egyptian god Anubis

Type of 

conversation

interviewee

role
chapter used goal

Brainstorm Team member 4.1.1 Ideate

Brainstorm
Innovation studio 

finance lead
4.1.2 Ideate

Brainstorm

Global head of 

performance 

management

4.2.1 Ideate

Brainstorm Team member 4.2.1 Ideate

Brainstorm HR expert 4.2.1 Ideate

Brainstorm Initiative lead 4.2.1 Ideate

Brainstorm
Global innovation 

management team#2
4.2.1 Ideate

Brainstorm Initiative lead 4.2.1 Ideate

discovery & analysis
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Brainstorm
External innovation 

driver #1
4.2.1 Ideate

Brainstorm
External innovation 

driver #1
4.2.1 Ideate

concept test Initiative lead 4.3.1 Validate

concept test Team member 4.3.1 Validate

concept test Team member 4.3.1 Validate

concept test Former initiative lead 4.3.1 Validate

concept test
Innovation studio 

lead
4.3.1 Validate

concept test Acceleration expert 4.3.1 Validate

concept test

Global head of 

performance 

management

4.3.1 Validate

concept test HR expert 4.3.1 Validate
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concept test
Global innovation 

management team#2
4.3.1 Validate

concept test Initiative lead 4.3.1 Validate

concept test UX expert 4.3.1 Validate

concept test IT expert 4.3.1 Validate
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appendix II
research booklet 
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Filled in booklets
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Booklet pages

1 / 10
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2 / 10
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3 / 10
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4 / 10
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5 / 10
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6-7-8 / 10
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9/ 10
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10/ 10
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appendix III
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

RESEARCH BOOKLET
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Distribution of participants
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Chosen challenges by all participants

Participant #

1. How long have you been working in innovation projects ? 

2. Which role would you say describes you best within innovation at ING? 

3. If you are in an innovation project, please name the project you are currently in:

4. Please choose  and elaborate on 3 challenges: 

A
How do you experience this in your daily work?
Could you give an example on how this challenge has impacted your work in innovation for ING?
B
How do you experience this in your daily work?
Could you give an example on how this challenge has impacted your work in innovation for ING?

Chosen challenges by cino members
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Chosen challenges by initiative leads

Chosen challenges by core team members
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Chosen challenges by others

Chosen challenges by expert coaches
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appendix IV
QUALITATIVE RESULTS

RESEARCH BOOKLET
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Cino team member A JCF does not meet Sta roks -

Cino team member A -

Staff can stall their earning potential 

working on projects that may not take 

off

Cino team member A

There is no such thing as a careeer 

framework for an innovator/

specialist within ING

For me personally, unless I want to 

become a manager in innovation, there is 

no logical next step in ING

Coach A

Managers don’t react kindly to 6 

months of leave for an innovation 

project

Insecurity to continue, long calls with 

management, big mental strain

Team member B

With the go/nogo (live or die) 

presentation in June, some 

decisions are made to get by until 

then and improve later if we get 

the “live” (go) decision.

Email flow improvement have been put on 

hold unitl after we go “live”

Coach b

Lack of a clear view (or plan) on 

what to do with project when 

accelerator ends

The team shows a little bit of 

procrastination and reluctance in 

leaving the accelerator

Booklet quotes 
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Cino team member b
People lose focus when their 

contract ends

And start looking for a new job before 

finishing the old one

Cino team member b
staff may not be intelectually 

honest

PSD2 the team had a backlog & was open to 

killing their project

Cino team member b
It is wat I hear when looking for 

initiative leads

The best team leads don’t join innovation 

projects because they are career focused 

and there is no clear career step for an 

initiative lead

Coach b
Every 6 months high levels of 

stress

Reduced focus, emotional but on the 

positive side: more dedication

Project team member B

Every day we work towards 

the targets that are set for 

continuation

The targets drive towards proof of 

outcomes, not for just playing around

Cino team member B
Hard to focus on results and 

motivate with constant insecurity

Team dynamics changed, less team spirit, 

more talking and expressing emotions 

than excecution

Project team member B - -

Coach B
It is a frequent concern I hear 

from team members

Makes me feel that we should provide 

more clarity on possible scenario’s

Project team member B - -
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

OTHER C
It is hard to motivate people to 

step up into an innovation project

It can take months to build a team that 

can start

CINO team member c

People being reluctant on joining: 

more insecurity downside of job 

loss, no upside

hard finding people, even harder: the 

right people

Project team member d

This is not something that 

affects my working hours that is 

something I think when I go back to 

home and think of how things will 

be different

In my home country, I am a member of the 

comms team. ‘Agility’ (even that) means 

something else :). Getting used to this 

agile way of working will definitely 

change the way I approach things. And as 

this is not a shared working culture, this 

will be hard for me. 

Project team member d
I’m not developing and I’m 

developed from my old job

No impact for the innovation, but my 

position in my old department is becoming 

uncertain

Coach d
The team is uncertain on what will 

happen after the project ends

Their contract is about to end and they 

don’t know whether they’ll be here and 

for how long

CINO team member d

I’ve heard from intrepreneurs that 

there was no planning for them 

after the accelerator, so after 

they finished they needed to come 

back to their old jobs, which was 

not exciting for them anymore

-

Initiative lead d

Unclear until scaling phase how to 

hand over innovation projects to 

the business line and what my role 

will be

After market fit phase, 50% innovation 

project and 50% of my old job/position: 

hard to combine these
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

other d

Teams lose energy because of 

uncertainty at the end of an 

assignment

“Teams blow out as a candle flame”

CINO team member d
It is wat I hear when looking for 

initiative leads

The best team leads don’t join innovation 

projects because they are career focused 

and there is no clear career step for an 

initiative lead

Project team member d

I feel pressure to network to 

already have another project 

after this one

It distracted me a little bit, as my 

contract was extended only at the last 

moment (2 weeks ago) and the “you’ve” 

“looking around” to have a plan B 

Other d
-

-

CINO team member d

I see people in innovation teams 

who don’t want to go back to a line 

function after finishing

For example, people in direct lease team 

moved to another innovation initiative, I 

believe we should create a pool of people

Coach d
Unclarity, waste of time trying to 

find answers

Many hours spent on understanding 

implication of different scenario’s

Project team member d There is always uncertainty
Related to answer on question B, really 

working towards progress 

CINO team member d Lot of questions and transition Same as at B
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Initiative lead d

I don’t. However, did experience 

it during forming of innovation 

studio team

Rest of the team (6 people) did not join 

the STA opportunity in Innovation center

Project team member d - -

Initiative lead d

Unclarity of landingspot due to 

lack of buget in the line business. 

Therefore not clear how to 

continue: leads to uncertainty

It’s an energy drainer for me and I am 

actively looking outside the project 

what my opportunities within ING are. 

Coach d
It is a frequent concern I hear 

from team members

Makes me feel that we should provide 

more clarity on possible scenario’s

Team memeber d

There sometimes is a lot too much 

focus on the numbers rather than 

the bigger picture. Even if there is 

success, it seems getting backing 

for implementation is difficult. 

In my personal case being in innovation 

was not positively perceived by my 

direct management. They are not willing 

to support an extension of my STA for 

implementation plus have pushed me 

towwards a project that is not in line 

with my interests (If I go back to my 

team). 

Team memeber d

Leads to a lot of distraction 

instead of focus on the product or 

service

Less productive 

team member e very positive/very inspiring possible to offer knowledge
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Team member e

Culturally we don’t reveal we 

don’t know. But this is not how 

innovation works. I sometimes find 

myself googling thins. It is again a 

personal thing to overcome. 

The project we work on requires a 

certain degree of basic knowledge of 

banking. I don’t feel confident about it 

and prefer to remain silent and google 

things instead. 

Team member e

We include new technology (OCR/

NLP) While I hardly have time to 

develop myself on these topics

Less able to judge the quality of services 

deliverd by external vendors 

Initiative lead e

Training during the last different 

PACE phases doesn’t exist (e.g. 

solution fit/market fit / scaling)

What are the best practices of other 

teams during market fit / scaling phases. 

No training or standard processes 

available. 

Team member e

In a small team you have various 

roles without being a specialist 

in that or having had the risk 

training. You’re learning on the 

job

1.Sometimes you’re not as fast because 

you have to find out how it works, 2. It 

can be stressful to lead a meeting on a 

subject when you’re not a specialist

Initiative lead e

In our start-up, the focus is on 

traction, there is no time for 

training

All you learn is by trial and error

Initiative lead e

We got alot useful training and 

I gained new insights from it, it 

helps!

Training on experiments helped to think 

through doing good experiments. Learned 

how to built a landingpage.

Team member e

Specific online tools with which 

you can follow big companies to 

interview wholesale clients. 

Example like tips and tricks for a ‘sexy’ 

powerpoint: not showed or not only 

ING branded / sales conversations not 

around the “pot”
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Team member e
We started with a lot of training, 

but stoped during the project

Did not really impact my work, but I could 

learn/develop much more

Initiative lead e
Did not really impact my work, but 

I could learn/develop much more

Slows down our project. We could make 

more speed by knowing well how we 

should do everything. 

Cino team member f Externals have no pain of failing
unsure if we can get more impact if there 

is a bonus related incentive 

Coach f
It is hard to get really good people 

to step into a project

It took 4 months to build a good team for 

the covenant monitoring team 

CINO team member f

Initiative leads are not always 

motivated when they face problems 

because they are worried about 

their own position

I need to do a lot of motivating towards 

these initiative leads who decided to 

join an innovation project and were not 

properly rewarded

Team member f

We are mostly now focusing on 

proving the product, less with 

pricing, especially in the beginning

Now we are looking at pricing and that is 

a next challenging step

Initiative lead f

You run a downside risk only, 

but people say “at least you have 

learned a lot”

no promotion opportunities

Initiative lead f

People have fear of failing. Had 

to challenge the team to hit the 

walls hard. Failure is good.

Instead of action, it leads to risk 

avoiding behaviour. Failure should be 

celebrated & encouraged.

Coach g Teams don’t kill ideas/ sponsors do
Team advised to klill, sponsor dit it 

anyway: why are we even doing this
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

CINO team member g
Talking to colleagues that have 

been there

There is a big effort of Innovation team 

to embed this mindset , but this is not the 

way other areas of ING think. I saw the 

former CEO of kidding upset iwth the fact 

the company didn’t see the potential of 

the startup

CINO team member g

Once you work in innovation it is 

hard for people to go back to the 

bank

Again direct lease example

Project team member g - -

Project team member g

is putting money on the table key 

or rather getting to know the 

market

pivoting to smaller niches not well 

received, there are possibilities but not 

the ‘predicted’ volume from the start. 

Needs to be seen as “a gain”, but doesn’t 

feel so

Coach g
Dissapointment when an idea gets 

killed

We should emphasize the value of 

invalidation more: prevention of waste

Initiative lead g

The existing culture is still one of 

not failing (fast). So although this 

is promotoed by innovation, the 

existing world still doesn’t see it 

like this

You have to confront the exisiting 

organization sometimes, which might 

lead to certain consequences

Initiative lead h Still learning how to deal with it -
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Project team member h
As a real challenge an be able to 

learn and experience new things
not yet

Project team member h I’m in search of new opportunity Not

Coach h - -

Cino team member h
I am not certain if people should 

continue
-

Project team member h
Not really an effect on my daily 

work

I decided to apply for some courses in the 

near future (Scrum, po-certification, 

Englisch) to prepare myself better for a 

project after this one

Other h - -

Initiative lead h
There are almost no opportunities 

to share knowledge to other teams
No impact yet

Initiative lead h
You need the support to be 

entrepreneurial

Only +- 2% of staff has the guts to try 

and fail. Applaud that behaviour. We’re 

not army, orders are never going to 

change ING.”
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Coach h

Currently we need to look for 

intrapreneurs for each individual 

initiative. A pool of intrapreneurs 

will solve multiple resource 

issues. Also we then dan define JCF 

roles. 

It is a achallenge to get the right 

resources for an initiative on a STA basis. 

Pooling will help getting in the right 

people for a longer period of time and 

then rotation is easier. 

Initiative lead h

Don’t see this as a challenge. Just 

as something that would be nice 

to do.

not

Other h - -

Initiative lead h

This challenge passed ‘by 

accident’ if we knew you were so 

interested...

Other colleagues ask how they can 

receive this info. I do not know either 

how to see the “new” challenges, 

innovation projects

Initiative lead h Try to make yourself vissible 
Talking to stakeholders , presenting 

yourself

Initiative lead h

Leads to lots of discussions 

and issues with regard to who’s 

payroll I am on. 

See “D”

Project team member h - -

Initiative lead I
Makes it more complex/ time 

consuming conversation
-
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Coach i What do we need, when, why? Not being sure

Initiative lead i

IT capabilities support missing. 

Good selection prodcedure of team 

composition is key. 

We were lucky that our team composition 

was good without a good selection 

procedure. 

Coach i

We do not have JCF roles 

currently. Not to my knowledge 

anyway and adhere to hipster, 

hacker, hustler

Especially for teams that worked with 

outside accelerators, it was hard to 

judge what skills they needed to bring 

in or learn. Each time they needed to do 

something new they lacked the training/

expertise. So no more part-time outside 

accelerator projects. 

Other i
Clear definition of roles of 

members, could own designer

1.Not always clear who the decision 

maker is, 2. Unclarity leads to 

uncertainty

Initiative lead i Language barrier

We do an international project which 

requires certain language capabilities 

(IT, ESP, GER, FR). Not having this slows 

down.

Initiative lead i

A better selection upfront would 

have maybe improved the teams 

delivery speed and working as a 

team

I learned and improved my leadership 

skills, next time I know better and do 

things differently

Initiative lead j
I receive different contrairy 

feedback from ICEC

Makes targetting complex: feedback and 

teamreview template is contrary on what 

sr management want to have delivered
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Coach j - -

CINO team member j

Most of the executives I see still 

hvae the mindset of “business 

case” culture so i’ts hard for 

them to see the success based on 

learning the team is having

Leaders within Innovation team say 

and preach that the Innovation mindset 

should be: learn with failure, build, 

measure, learn, but when it comes to 

reality, they just want to see “success”, 

there’s still a long journey to run. 

Other j - -

Other j
there is no pre-or during 

assessment process in place
Quality of the team

Project team member j Medium

We have our demo/retrospective. More on 

general. Could focus more on process to 

become more efficient/experienced. 

Initiative lead j No formal performance meetings
Sometimes uncertainty whether I am 

performing well or not

Project team member k

Projects are assigned to team 

members when few have any 

expertise

I was asked to draft an invoice (in Dutch). 

1. I have never really looked at one 

before. (2) I don’t speak Dutch. I fleel like 

this is less of a challenge, more of an 

opportunity. I enjoy these projects. It’s 

good for experience. 
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Participant 

function
Challenge 

Experience in 

daily work
example

Project team member k

All the time new challenges come 

up so that gives space to gain new 

knowlegde and skills

I’m generally very proactive so the 

innovative environment gave me the 

freedom to explore more opportunities 

and challenge others more. 

Initiative lead k

I learned a lot regarding my 

own behavior, team members, 

stakeholders and innovation

I became more intrapreneurial, improved 

leadership skills

Project team member l
Feedback is only given in 

emergency situations

Since it’s innovation, no one really 

knows what the ‘right’ thing to do is. 

But when things go wrong, it is obvious 

someone has to fix it. I also don’t mind 

this environment. The alternative to this 

is more mundane/structured routines, 

it’s a perk of innovation. 

Other l

Gives not enough clarity if you 

perform well, does not fit agile 

lean, iteration process

-
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appendix V
In depth - mom’s test

interview guide
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SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW - MOM’S TEST

TOPIC: 
“No clear structure for multiple scenarios caused by the irregularity of 

innovation.” 

STATEMENT: 
“I find it difficult not to know my position after the accelerator program ends 

(i.e., in case my innovation project spins-off, spins-out, will be integrated within a 

business line or when I have to back to my old job)”

FOCUS GROUP:
 “Project-owners or project team members that are currently in or have in the past 

participated in innovation projects @ ING”
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QUESTIONS: 

Introduction ( 5min)
Can you tell me something about yourself and what the last innovation project you 

did for ING was about? 

Probe: Who were involved in this project?, What was the goal of this project? Why? 

(write down team names)

What does interviewee see as happened to or will happen 

to the project? (10 min) 
What did the project end up becoming? ^ How do you see the project progressing?

Probe: Why/how did (will) this happen?, What were the causes of this? What did/do 

you need to do to make this happen? What were/are the consequences of this? Why?
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How do rest of team members (say names) handle 

perspective in innovation projects? (10 min)
(When) Did you start looking for what you would do after the innovation project 

was/is finished? ^ How did you decide on the next step in your career?

Probe: Why did you this at that moment? How did/does this affect the work you were 

doing in the project? Can you give a concrete example of the impact this had on the 

project? What were your reasons for doing this? What were the implications? How 

did you approach this? Why like this?

How do rest of team members (say names) handle 

perspective in innovation projects? (10 min)
How Did/do your team-members handle this looking for what they would do after 

the innovation project was/is finished? 

Probe: Why did they this at that moment? How did/does this affect the work they 

were doing in the project? Can you give a concrete example of the impact this had on 

the project? What were their reasons for doing this? What were the implications? 

How did they approach this? Why like this?
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Parties normally involved in helping with this 

challenge/problem? (5 min)
Who do you should be involved or helping you with this exploration of 

opportunities? (departments)

Probe: Why do you believe this? How is this handled now? 

Possible solutions with regard to the identified 

challenges/problems?  (10 min)
Do you have an idea of how this could best be solved? > Say you got a new job, how 

would you have gotten there?

Probe: Why like this? What exactly would it solve? How would it work? What would 

be the impact? 

Anything I might have missed? (5 min)
Is there anything else I might have missed and should have asked you with regard to 

this topic?
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appendix VI
GOOGLE DESIGN SPRINT 

BRAINSTORM
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brainstorm session



47
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context

Design a solution that gives intrapreneurs working 

in internal corporate ventures the opportunity to 

manifest themselves to the rest of the company while 

exploring new opportunities connected to their time in 

innovation.

WHY: 
We want the right people to join innovation projects; those that are eager and 

willing to take risks. It cannot be just “a step up the corporate ladder”. Those 

people should therefore be provided with an opportunity rather than a standard 

process that gives them assurance.  
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WHY: 

Most intrapreneurs come into projects on STA’s (short term assignments). After a 

project finishes for whatever reason, most of them do not want to go back to their 

old job. Also, most managers have already replaced them and are not waiting for 

them to come back. Due to the uncertainty this gives, intrapreneurs start exploring 

new opportunities during the last phases of their acceleration. This, ultimately, 

negatively influences performance on the project and thereby the project’s 

outcome. 

WHY: 
ING is investing a lot of money in educating its employees in innovation. It, 

unfortunately, happens often that these people do not end up doing anything with 

these skills anymore after the acceleration of a project. Moreover, some even 

leave ING. This, while ING invests huge amounts of money in external ‘innovation 

support’. ING ultimately loses capable people due to this and invests again to 

replace them.
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OVERALL GOAL: 

“Ensure 100% dedication of intrapreneurs while they are 

executing an internal corporate venture”. 

PART 1 BRAINSTORM : 

Phase 1: pre-acceleration
It should be made clear that starting an innovation project is not just ‘another 

corporate assignment’. By communicating the possible outcomes of innovation 

projects upfront, only the ‘right’ people are expected to join projects. 

How to 
How to be transparent about the risk of innovation projects without demotivating 

the right people to actually join them? 
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Phase 2: acceleration
During the acceleration phase, certain moments should be dedicated to allow 

intrapreneurs to explore what they would like to do after a project finishes. This, 

to prevent them for doing this in their own times which ultimately leads to less 

attention to the project itself. 

How to 
How to create moments that intrapreneurs find valuable and not ‘mandatory and 

pushed’. Thus, make it feel organic during the acceleration process rather than 

‘that other thing to do as well’? 

5 MIN INDIVIDUALLY - 5 MIN PAIRS

Phase 3: post- acceleration
In case a project ends (due to invalidation or success), provide intrapreneurs with 

a pre-communicated safety net (or timeframe). In which they are allowed to explore 

new opportunities and expose themselves to the company. This should take the 

‘stress’ of finding something during the project away.
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How to 
How to create a ‘safety net’ that provides a clear perspective of opportunity to 

explore and expose themselves for intrapreneurs during projects? 

5 MIN INDIVIDUALLY - 5 MIN PAIRS

PART 2 BRAINSTORM : 

focused on physical aspect 

For each phase: 
“How might we accomplish this by use of a (physical) social gathering, workshop or 

something similar and why like this?”

5 MIN INDIVIDUALLY - 5 MIN PAIRS
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PART 3 BRAINSTORM : 

focused on digital aspect 

For each phase: 
“How might we accomplish this by use of a platform that forms the database of 

everyone that is and has participated in innovation projects at ING”

5 MIN INDIVIDUALLY - 5 MIN PAIRS

PART 4 BRAINSTORM : 

focused on combining the two aspects
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For each phase: 
“How can you connect the platform to the physical aspect in terms of relevance & 

engagement?” 

5 MIN INDIVIDUALLY - 5 MIN PAIRS

PART 5 BRAINSTORM : 

How should the program journey connect together

For each phase: 
“How might the different phases of the proposed solutions connect together? 

1 x 10 min as a group
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appendix VII
VALIDATION SESSIONS
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validation session
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intro
This is the conceptual program, I’ll guide you through the different phases to make 

you understand how it would work

concept journey
1. transparency session

2. public announcement

3. alumni event

4. award show

5. on the beach 

please tell how you would experience this and why?

digital aspect
What functions do you need and why?

What do you not want to have on a platform like this and why?
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appendix VIII
OVERVIEW DESIGNED 

SCREENS 
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EXPERIENCE PAGE - EXPERIMENT
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EXPERIENCE PAGE -UPDATE
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OVERVIEW INTRAPRENEURS PAGE
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SHARE 

EXPERIMENT

ENROLL ON 

PLATFORM
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CALENDAR WITH EVENTS PAGE
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SOCIAL STREAM PROFILE PAGE
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VENTURE LIST PROFILE PAGE
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appendix IX
SCRIPT FOR PRIDE 

JOURNEY
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

1
Introducing Orion, 

hello picture
-

Orion introducing 

himself

2

Intro Movie: what is 

Pride in pit or other 

room

Screen of Pride with 

play logo

Patrick (presenting)

/Orion watching

3

Slides introducing 

pride program on 

screen

Slide; with multiple 

steps like it’s an 

entire slideshow

Patrick (presenting)

/Orion watching

4

First enrollment into 

portfolio / pride app: 

via phone! 

Phone enrollment 

: first login to the 

platform: : mobile 

screen

Orion with phone 

in hand, photo from 

behind

5

Connect profile to 

project in portfolio 

app; help from 

someone else by 

pointing

Use Laptop screen 

to cluster people 

together behind it; 

person + projects 

screen

Orion with someone 

(me?) pointing

ONBOARDING
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

6

Confirmation email : 

Awesome you joined 

the PRIDE, go to the 

platform to stay 

updated about all 

that’s going on!

Use mail screen with 

confirmation on 

phone 

Orion with phone 

in hand: getting 

email with PRIDE 

confirmation
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

1

Invite for event: mail 

is described; then 

overview of calendar 

is seen

Calendar is seen on 

IPAD..

Orion checks it out on 

Luuk’s IPAD

2

Someone speaking 

about some really 

cool innovation topic 

(corporate innovation 

/ the corporate 

startup?)

Something cool 

on screen… ‘the 

corporate startup?’ 

Angelique/Hugo 

presenting in front 

of a screen/ poster.. 

3

Workshop, 

incorporating 

new theory into a 

practical case from a 

certain venture.. 

-

Random people 

‘workshopping’ on a 

table.. . (better even 

with orion)

COMMUNITY BUILDING
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

4

Networking 

drinks, informally 

connecting and 

sharing experiences

-

People standing 

together around 

coffee corner; 

seeming to have 

drinks together.

5

Recap event: update on 

platform; wow guys 

this was really cool

Update page on 

platform : Angelique 

or Hugo post; 

Orion looking at the 

screen at update..

6

Remembers someone 

he had a cool 

conversation with 

and looks him up to 

meet again: 

Profile page of 

person Orion looks 

up… 

Orion looking at the 

screen of a person

7

Meetup and 

connecting in 

person with this 

guy: talk about job 

possibilities and 

experiment ideas: 

Orion gets idea

-
Picture of Orion + 

Person having coffee 
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

8

Orion performs 

experiment (showing 

IPAD thing to customer 

outside); 

-

Picture of Orion 

outside having an 

Ipad in his hand 

showing something to 

a random person

9

Orion shares 

experiment online 

quickly via mobile app

Mobile app : share 

experiment : quick 

overview how to do 

that

Orion with phone in 

hand quickly sharing 

his experiment to 

others.. 

10

Orion waits for 

responses and 

discusses these with 

the rest of his team to 

improve

Screen zoomed on 

comments from 

others

Presenting from 

laptop or screen.. 
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

1

IStatus is adjusted 

in app; ipad & then 

notification sent out 

to both intrapreneur 

and counselor 

Ipad app screen: 

adjust status; do 

you want to have a 

meeting with your 

counselor? yes

Orion with ipad 

screen

2

Orion plans meeting 

with counselor of 

which counselor is 

already notified

Screen : Outlook 

meeting planning’ 

Orion behind laptop 

planning meeting 

with patrick 

3

Coffee with 

patrick discussing 

performance and 

ambitions (see laptop 

not screen) 

-

Orion and Patrick 

meeting discussing 

over laptop and 

papers

INNOVATION MOBILITY
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

4

Still with patrick, 

patrick pointing at 

screen who to talk 

to and which team to 

mentor 

Screen: overview 

teams on portfolio 

app

Orion ant patrick 

using screen to point 

towards people to 

talk to and project 

to join

5

Mentorship example 

: spending 50% of 

time on this, walking 

around or standing 

next to team sharing 

his knowledge

-

Orion standing next 

to some people or 

sitting next to them 

helping

6

Random initiative lead 

(robin?) is looking 

for customer lead 

and finds Orion on 

platform

Platform screen 

overview orion

Random guy / 

initiative lead 

looking at laptop 

screen 
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STEP SCENE SCREEN NEEDED PEOPLE

7

Initiative lead & 

Orion have coffee 

meeting to talk about 

possibility: hit it of

-

Initiative lead along 

with Orion discussing 

possibility

8

Orion uses laptop to 

join new innovation 

project

Portfolio app open on 

project page
Orion with laptop

9
Orion is happy ; in a 

new project :)
- Orion smiling :)
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- the end - 
.
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